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Article Body:
Hidden pitfalls are on watch for your paper success in every paragraph of the essay you write.
The drastic truth is that even slight mistakes make you freak out and lose the train of your t
These minutiae seem to be minor for the inexperienced writer, but in fact they obscure an over
Take these helpful hints to avoid crafty writing traps and forget about poor grades for your w
# Say No to poor thesis statement
Everything you write should develop around a clear central thesis statement. Good thesis state
It should be specific, analytic and has to evaluate the significant insights of your essay. St
# Avoid weak introduction and open-ended conclusion
Focus on one primary function of the introduction - to introduce your thesis statement clearly
Don´t leave the unfinished and open-ended feeling at the end of your essay. Always remember th
Make your conclusion coherent and smooth and be sure to stress the significance of your work i
# Beware of undeveloped essay
This problem is particularly common and results from not understanding clearly the essence of
Your paper won´t produce an undeveloped impression if you provide your work with a solid argum
# Never use slang language
Bear in mind that slang language and curse words are absolutely inappropriate in your work. Al
# Don´t just recollect the events in your paper
Simple recollecting of the events is boring and unrecognizable to the reader and can become an
Hope that these useful hints will help you gain the upper hand over your restless essay writin
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